The authors introduce new classes of analytic functions in the open unit disc which are defined by using multiplier transformations. The properties of these classes will be studied by using techniques involving the Briot-Bouquet differential subordinations. Also an integral transform is established.
Introduction and definitions
Let H be the class of analytic functions in the open unit disc U z ∈ C : |z| < 1 1.1
and let H a, n be the subclass of H consisting of functions of the form f z a a n z n a n 1 z the Hadamard product or convolution f * g z is defined, as usual, by
If f and g are analytic in U, we say that f is subordinate to g, written symbolically as
if there exists a Schwarz function w z in U which is analytic in U with w 0 0 and |w z | < 1 such that f z g w z , z ∈ U. We consider the following multiplier transformations. 
It follows from 1.8 that If f is given by 1.2 , then we have
where
In particular, we set
In order to prove our main results, we will make use of the following lemmas. 
Lemma 1.4 see 10 . Let β, γ ∈ C, β / 0 and let h be convex in U, with
Lemma 1.5 see 11 . Let μ be a positive measure on the unit interval I 0, 1 . Let g t, z be a function analytic in 0, 1 × U, for each t ∈ I and integrable in t, for each z ∈ U and for almost all t ∈ I.
Suppose also that
Re g t, z > 0 z ∈ U; t ∈ I , 1.20 g t, −r is real for real r and when B ∈ −1, 0 , or
where q n is the univalent solution of the differential equation q z nzq z βq z γ 1 Az 1 Bz .
1.30
In addition, the function q n , is the best 1, n -dominant and the function q n is given by
1.32
and the univalent function g is given by
Now we define new classes of analytic functions by using the multiplier transformations I m, λ, l defined by 1.8 as follows. Adriana Cȃtaş et al.
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Main results
A function f ∈ A n is said to be in the class S m, λ, l; A, B if it satisfies the following subordination:
Remark 2.2. We note that
where S * α and K α 0 ≤ α < 1 denote the subclasses of functions in A which are, respectively, starlike of order α and convex of order α in U. Also we have the class Let φ z be analytic in U and φ 0 1. We introduce the following definition.
Definition 2.3.
A function f ∈ A n is said to be in the class A m, λ, l, n; φ if it satisfies the following subordination:
Remark 2.4. We note that the classes A m, 1, l, n; φ were investigated recently by Sivaprasad Kumar et al. 8 .
Theorem 2.5. Let −1 ≤ B < A ≤ 1, l ≥ 0, λ > 0, and
2.6
Further, for f ∈ S m 1, λ, l; A, B , the following hold:
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and q is the best dominant of 2.7 .
ii Furthermore, in addition to 2.5 , one consider the inequality
where −1 ≤ B < 0, then
The result is the best possible.
Proof. Setting
we note that χ z is analytic in U and χ z 1 a n z n a n 1 z n 1 · · · .
2.13
Using the identity
14 in definition of χ z and carrying out logarithmic differentiation in the resulting equation, one obtains
Since f ∈ S m 1, λ, l; A, B , we get
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By applying Lemma 1.4, we obtain that
Hence we have shown the inclusion 2.6 . Also, making use of Lemma 1.7 with β 1 and γ 1 − λ l /λ, q is the best dominant of 2.7 and q is defined by 2.8 . This proves part i of Theorem 2.5.
To establish 2.10 , we need to show that inf |z|<1
Re q z q −1 .
2.18
The proof of the assertion 2.18 will be deduced on the same lines as in 14 making use of Lemma 1.5. If we set a 1/n 1 − A/B , b l 1 /λn, c l 1 /λn 1, B < 0, then by using 1.13 , 1.14 , and 1.15 , we find from 2.8 that
2.20
By using 1.13 , the above equality yields , |z| ≤ r < 1.
2.23
Therefore, by using Lemma 1.5, one obtains
, |z| ≤ r < 1 2.24 which, upon letting r→1 −1 , yields
2.25
Now, the assertion 2.18 follows by using Lemma 1.5. The result is the best possible and q is the best dominant of 2.7 . This completes the proof of Theorem 2.5.
